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Three decades of dialogue, discussion, and debate within the interrelated disciplines of Syro-

Palestinian archaeology, ancient Israelite history, and Hebrew Bible over the question of the

relevance of the biblical account for reconstructing early Israel’s history have created the need

for a balanced articulation of the issues and their prospective resolutions. This book brings

together for the first time and under one cover, a currently emerging “centrist” paradigm as

articulated by two leading figures in the fields of early Israelite archaeology and history.

Although Finkelstein and Mazar advocate distinct views of early Israel’s history, they

nevertheless share the position that the material cultural data, the biblical traditions, and the

ancient Near Eastern written sources are all significantly relevant to the historical quest for Iron

Age Israel. The results of their research are featured in accessible, parallel syntheses of the

historical reconstruction of early Israel that facilitate comparison and contrast of their

respective interpretations. The historical essays presented here are based on invited lectures

delivered in October of 2005 at the Sixth Biennial Colloquium of the International Institute for

Secular Humanistic Judaism in Detroit, Michigan.

About the AuthorIsrael Finkelstein is Professor of Archaeology at Tel Aviv University where he

holds the Jacob M. Alkow Chair in the Archaeology of Israel of the Bronze and Iron Ages. He is

co-director of the Megiddo excavations and the co-author of David and Solomon: In Search of

the Bible's Sacred Kings and the Roots of the Western Tradition and The Bible Unearthed,

Archaeology's New Vision of Ancient Israel and the Origins of Its Sacred Texts (both from Free

Press). He is also a recent laureate of the Dan David Prize (2005).Amihai Mazar is Professor

of Archaeology, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, where he holds the Eleazar Sukenik

Chair in the Archaeology of Israel. His ongoing projects include a series of publications on the

Tel Batash (Timnah) excavations and the Beth Shean Valley Archaeological Project. He is the

author of Archaeology of the Land of the Bible (Anchor Bible Reference).Brian Schmidt is

Associate Professor of Hebrew Bible and Ancient West Asian Cultures at the University of

Michigan. He is the author of Israel's Beneficent Dead: Ancestor Cult and Necromancy in

Ancient Israelite Religion and Tradition (J.C.B. Mohr/Eisenbrauns).--This text refers to the
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excavations.PREFACEThis book contains the papers that were delivered at an important event.

That event was the Sixth Biennial Colloquium of the International Institute for Secular



Humanistic Judaism in Detroit. The Institute is the intellectual arm of the worldwide movement

of Secular Humanistic Judaism.Humanistic Judaism depends on science for the story of the

Jewish people. With regard to the early history of the Jews it depends on archaeology. It was

our great desire to bring together two of the most famous Israeli archaeologists to thrill our

audience with the revelation of their recent discoveries. We were not looking for final answers

to our questions. We were looking for believable answers.With the help of Professor Brian

Schmidt of the University of Michigan, we were able to bring together Israel Finkelstein and

Amihai Mazar to dialogue before an English-speaking lay audience for the first time. The

results of the 2005 colloquium lectures entitled “Digging for Truth” were spectacular. This book

is the consequence of a quite wonderful weekend.Sherwin T. Wine, ProvostInternational

Institute for Secular Humanistic JudaismNOTE FROM THE AUTHORS AND EDITORRabbi

Sherwin Wine was tragically killed on July 21, 2007 in an automobile accident while in

Essaouira, Morocco, just as this volume was approaching the final stages of preparation for

publication. We, the authors and editor, dedicate this volume to his lasting memory. Neither

these essays, nor the Colloquium in which this book has its roots, would have seen the light of

day without his tremendous support and unwavering encouragement.INTRODUCTIONBrian B.

SchmidtSeveral factors made the lectures presented by Professors Israel Finkelstein and

Amihai Mazar, and their publication here, a reality. First was the urgent need for new syntheses

of Israel’s early history. Second was the exceptional opportunity to convey the current state of

affairs within the field of early Israelite history to an informed and highly receptive public as well

as to fellow historians, and to do so from what is self described herein as two centrist

perspectives. Third was Rabbi Sherwin Wine’s invitation to propose a theme topic for the

Biennial Colloquium sponsored by the International Institute for Secular Humanistic Judaism of

Detroit. Fourth was the immediate interest expressed by Professors Finkelstein and Mazar in

serving as the 2005 Colloquium plenary speakers. Last, but by no means least, were the many

months of unswerving support, both leading up to and following the event, freely offered by the

members of the colloquium organizing committee.The timing of the presentation and

publication of these lectures by two of the leading archaeologists of the southern Levant could

not be more opportune. These lectures follow three decades of dialogue, discussion, and

debate within the interrelated disciplines of Syro-Palestinian archaeology, Israelite history, and

Hebrew Bible. As each of these fields enters a period of synthesis and re-articulation, even

renewed cross-fertilization, following an elongated phase of reassessment and, at times,

polarization, a balanced articulation of the issues and their resolution has become a

desideratum. The occasional extremist tendencies of recent years—whether of a “radical”

minimalist or of a “radical” maximalist orientation—are here complemented by alternative

historical reconstructions emanating from a re-emergent, yet transformed, perspective. The

essays contained here represent two moderating perspectives and have as their common

ground the position that the material cultural data, the biblical traditions, and ancient Near

Eastern written sources are all significantly relevant to the historical quest for ancient Israel of

the Iron age (if not earlier). Yet, our authors articulate distinct views of Israelite history. Each

gives different weight to these three lines of evidence as they bear on the interpretation and

historical relevance of a particular epoch, event, or person of the past.For ease of access, each

set of lectures has, more or less, been organized according to the major epochs portrayed in

the biblical narratives and within that general framework, both authors explore the controversial

topics and issues that have come to the fore over the past two or three decades.

Accompanying and introducing both presenters’ lectures, I have added a summary in an

attempt to highlight the solutions, methods or approaches, and supporting data offered by



Professors Finkelstein and Mazar and to initiate further engagement with their proposals.PART

1ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE QUEST FOR HISTORICAL ISRAEL IN THE HEBREW BIBLEA

SUMMARY ASSESSMENT FOR PART 1Brian B. SchmidtProfessor Israel Finkelstein initiates

his introductory essay with a précis on the relationship between archaeology and the biblical

text in modern scholarship. He begins with the nineteenth-century higher-biblical critic Julius

Wellhausen and continues well into the twentieth century with what he views as the two

dominant opposing schools that emerged, the German and the Anglo-American traditions.

Finkelstein adopts as his general starting point that of the higher-critical approach along with

some important recent revisions, while he sums up the Anglo-American school as essentially a

conservative approach. In the latter case, archaeology has played only a supportive role to the

sequential straightforward reading of the biblical text, or, as Finkelstein describes it, “a modern,

almost word-for-word rewriting of the biblical story.” He then suggests that this in turn explains,

at least in part, why biblical archaeology “stalled” in terms of its contributions to the wider field

of archaeology. He ends his survey with a summary and critique of a third, more-recent school,

that of the so-called minimalists. He describes the minimalist position as follows: “Biblical

history totally lacks an historical basis and its character as a largely fictional composition or

wholly imaginative history is motivated by the theology of the time of its compilation in the

Persian or Hellenistic periods, centuries after the alleged events took place. At best, it contains

only vague and quite unreliable information about early Israel. Yet, the continuing power of the

biblical narrative is testimony to the literary skill of the authors as they produced a compelling

propagandistic work to a highly receptive public.”Finkelstein, however, notes that

archaeological surveys, settlement studies, and extra-biblical historical records converge with

the biblical traditions at numerous points having to do with geographical and historical matters

pertaining to the Iron Age. He asks rhetorically whether or not this is mere coincidence and

then goes on to describe such a possibility as “amazing” and the extensive administrative

details in the Deuteronomistic History (Deuteronomy or Joshua through 2 Kings)

“unnecessary,” that is, if it is purely a mythic history. Among other arguments supporting the

convergence of these otherwise independent lines of historical information, Finkelstein invokes

the Iron II-period reference to the occurrence of the name (and dynasty) of David, “the House

of David” or bytdwd in the Tel Dan inscription (fig. 1), a fragment of a larger commemorative

stele erected most probably by Hazael, king of Damascus, following his conquest of the

Galilee. This datum strikes a serious blow to the minimalist position he described earlier on the

non-historicity of the biblical character that goes by the same name.Finkelstein boldly claims

that archaeology is the only real-time witness to events described in the biblical text,

particularly those relating to the formative phases of early Israelite history. This is so because

the biblical text is dominated by theological and ideological themes of the authors and their

times. Finkelstein cites three examples of archaeology’s contribution to the quest for the early

historical Israel. First, he cites the archaeological evidence for the importance of Shiloh in the

late-eleventh to the early-tenth centuries B.C.E. and its insignificance during the following Iron

II period. Then he refers to the evidence for a society in the Iron I period that included bands of

migratory peoples wandering along the margins of urban developments while the same areas

in the Iron II period were densely settled and migratory bands no longer existed. Finally,

Finkelstein invokes the material cultural data documenting the prominence of the Philistine city

of Gath (Tell e- âfi) in the ninth century B.C.E. and earlier, as well as its demise over the course

of the following two centuries.These he concludes, affirm the antiquity of portions of the stories

about David and his times in 1 Samuel, and specifically those traditions concerning Shiloh’s

importance, those about David and his band of renegades wandering along the southern



reaches of Judah, and the references to Philistine Gath’s prominence in the David stories. For

Finkelstein, all three also allow him to generalize in the following fashion; preserved in biblical

traditions are older myths, tales, and memories that served as the nuclei for the stories

composed by biblical authors. Although older stories can on occasion and in exceptional cases

be detected in the biblical texts, more typically they are preserved in such a manner that reflect

multiple layers and multiple realities from an earlier past and are at other times too well

integrated into the ideology of the later biblical authors to be isolated in any meaningful way.

Thus, as his own methodological starting point, Finkelstein proposes that biblical history should

be read through the filter of its point of departure, which for him is the period of its compilation

in late-monarchic times, most likely during the reign of King Josiah—not the later Persian or

Hellenistic periods as the minimilists have proposed, or, for that matter, the earlier tenth

century as Anglo-American scholarship has traditionally upheld. As the archaeological

evidence seems to indicate, this is the period of Judah’s dramatic growth toward full statehood

and widespread literacy and, more to the point, it is from this period of Israel’s early history that

the biblical traditions can provide the modern historian with the most amount of socio-historical

information.Professor Amihai Mazar introduces his essay by surveying the modern history of

archaeology in Israel as well as some of the major changes and new directions that biblical

archaeology has undergone in terms of its methods and goals. He defends the concept of a

“biblical archaeology” as referring to archaeological activity that pertains to the world of the

Bible and as upholding what he views as the essential relationship between artifact and text.

He then turns to the question of the historical relevance of the biblical text for reconstructing

early Israel’s history. For Mazar, this issue lies at the heart of the current controversy over the

modern quest for the historical Israel. One means of productively pursuing that question is to

employ the findings of archaeology as an independent, if not the primary, witness to the

ancient historical reality and as a litmus test for assessing the historical relevance of any given

biblical text. Archaeology, for Mazar, remains invaluable in spite of the subjective aspects of the

enterprise. Mazar’s provisional conclusion regarding the historical relevance of the biblical texts

is that, in spite of the literary creativity and ideological biases of the writers as well as the

presence of textual complexities resulting from other mediating influences, blocks of biblical

materials may have historical relevance and may even preserve ancient pre-Israelite local

memories. He lists as examples of what he deems as earlier materials and sources the

following: archives in Jerusalem’s temple library, palace archives, public commemorative

inscriptions (on the analogy provided by the Mesha and Tel Dan inscriptions), oral transmission

of ancient poetry (for example, Gen 49, Deut 32, and Judg 5), folk and aetiological stories

rooted in the remote past (for example, portions of the Exodus and Conquest narratives, the

deeds of the Judges, and biographical information on Saul, David, and Solomon), and

historiographic writings explicitly mentioned by the biblical writers (for example, “the books of

the chronicles of the kings of Israel”).For Mazar, accepted historical methods, external written

sources and archaeological finds enable us to extract reliable historical information embedded

in the biblical texts with archaeology functioning as a control tool offering increased objectivity.

Mazar cites as an example of this the convergence of historical data from the Assyrian royal

inscriptions, the Mesha inscription, the Tel Dan inscription, and the biblical text. Mazar

concludes that these written sources, when taken together, confirm that the general historical

framework of the Deuteronomistic History relating to the ninth century B.C.E. was based on

reliable knowledge of that time period. Even so, Mazar remains more skeptical about the

modern enterprise of writing an accurate history of early Israel and especially when it comes to

the earliest stages of her past. He imagines the historical perspective preserved in the Bible as



a telescope looking back in time. The farther back one goes from what Mazar views as the

pivotal period of biblical composition, that is, the eighth to seventh centuries B.C.E., the more

imaginative, symbolic, distorted, and “foggier” that past becomes. In addition, one must take

into account the impact that such factors as distortion, selectivity, memory loss, censorship,

and ideological or personal bias might have brought to bear on the composition of the resultant

biblical traditions.DIGGING FOR THE TRUTH: ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE BIBLEIsrael

FinkelsteinThe question of the historicity of the biblical narrative as it pertains to ancient Israel

and the ability of archaeology to contribute toward a better understanding of the text have

hovered like black clouds over both academic research and public discussion for decades. The

debates have been shaped not only by academic research in the fields of archaeology and

biblical studies, but also by the cultural and historical processes in our own society. In recent

years, we have seen a new “high tide” in the discussion, this time focusing on the problem of

the United Monarchy and, in a way, on the question of the validity of the entire historical

narrative in the Bible.In the early days of scholarship, the battle over the history of early Israel

was fought between a conservative school of thought, including the classical biblical

archaeologists, and the higher-critical biblical scholars. A minimalist school, which rejected

altogether the value of biblical history for the study of the history of Canaan/Israel in the Iron

Age, joined this debate in the 1990s. Without engaging in a detailed survey of the history of

research, I wish first to deal with the pros and cons of these two camps—the conservative and

the minimalist—and then to turn to my own point of view, representing what I would describe

as the voice of the center.The major proposals of the higher-critical scholars of the nineteenth

to twentieth centuries have, in my opinion, withstood the test of time. Admittedly, the assault of

the last few decades on the Documentary Hypothesis and the model of a Deuteronomistic

History have required that some revisions be made to these theories, but no convincing

paradigms have been offered that can replace these models. In my view, they still provide a

coherent historical and literary approach to the questions of structure, time, and Sitz im Leben

as these pertain to the biblical text.THE RISE AND FALL OF THE CONSERVATIVE

CAMPScholars in the conservative camp follow the biblical text on the history of Israel in the

way the ancient writers wanted us to read it, that is, as a reliable record of Israel’s history,

narrated in sequential chronological order, from earlier to later periods. Conservative scholars

agree that the biblical materials—be they the Pentateuch or the Deuteronomistic History—

reached their final shape relatively late in the history of Israel. Nevertheless, others would still

claim a tenth- to ninth-century date for the crystallization of much of the material in the

Pentateuch and would argue that, in both literary works, the later redactors incorporated early

traditions, and even older written sources. While it may be true that only a few in the

conservative camp would still try to identify a “Period of the Patriarchs” in the second

millennium B.C.E., or explain the destruction of a major Late Bronze Age city as the result of

the Israelite conquest of Canaan, many would still read the description of the Exodus on an

Egyptian New Kingdom background. Moreover, all scholars in this camp would stand behind

the biblical portrayal of a glorious United Monarchy.In the early days, conservative scholars

deployed archaeology to help defeat the higher criticism of scholars such as Julius

Wellhausen. William F. Albright, followed by his students (and their disciples in our own days),

promoted the idea that archaeology can prove the Bible correct and the critical scholars wrong.

Two main case studies were put to the test: the Conquest of Canaan and the great United

Monarchy of King Solomon. But the truth of the matter is that archaeology was not given center

stage in the debate. It was used only in order to support a preconceived theory. Archaeology

played the role of supplying decorative evidence for a history that was a modern, almost word-



for-word rewriting of the biblical story. By doing that, scholars of the conservative school

promoted historical and archaeological reconstructions that had no actual support in the finds,

or were trapped in circular argumentation.One of the best examples for the first case is the

search for biblical Ezion-geber. In the late 1930s, the search for the great Solomon led the

archaeologist Nelson Glueck to excavate Tell el-Kheleifeh, a small mound at the northern tip of

the Gulf of Aqaba located on the modern border between Israel and Jordan. Glueck identified

the site with Ezion-geber, the port from which, so the Bible says, King Solomon launched trade

expeditions to exotic lands afar. Glueck uncovered much of the site, separated the remains into

five periods of activity, dated them from the tenth to the fifth centuries B.C.E., and identified

each according to the biblical references to Ezion-geber and Eilat. Every monarch who was

mentioned in the Bible in relation to activities in the Gulf of Aqaba was granted an

archaeological stratum. Glueck interpreted the remains of the first period—including what he

described as flue holes, air channels, hand bellows, clay crucibles, and furnace rooms—as

evidence for a huge copper-smelting industry in the days of King Solomon. Glueck went so far

as to dub Ezion-geber the “Pittsburgh of Palestine” and King Solomon “a copper king, a

shipping magnate, a merchant prince, and a great builder.”This romantic image later proved to

be a fantasy, a wishful illusion based on the biblical text rather than on actual archaeological

evidence. A thorough study of the finds has found no evidence whatsoever for smelting activity

at the site. The “crucibles” proved to be sherds of locally produced, handmade pottery vessels;

the “flue holes” were no more than holes for wooden beams that had rotted away; and there

were only a few metallic finds—certainly no evidence of an active smelting industry. No less

important, it became clear that the site was established only in the late-eighth or early-seventh

century B.C.E. The elaborate stratigraphy of successive kings and their industrial center simply

did not exist. In fact, at the time of the historical Solomon in the tenth century B.C.E., this place

near the shore of the Gulf of Aqaba was no more than a sand dune.A good case for

demonstrating the second problem—that of circular argumentation—can be found at Gezer.

William G. Dever, the excavator of the site and an outspoken student of the Albrightian, or

conservative, school of thought, argued that the reconstruction of a great Solomonic United

Monarchy is based on solid archaeological evidence, which is based, in turn, on meticulous

study of Iron Age pottery: “The pottery from this destruction layer [at Gezer—I.F.] included

distinctive forms of red-slipped and slipped and hand burnished (polished) pottery, which have

always been dated to the late tenth century. … Thus, on commonly accepted ceramic grounds

—not on naive acceptance of the Bible’s stories…—we dated the Gezer Field III city walls and

gates to the mid-late tenth century.” Dever refers here to one of the highlights of the Gezer

excavations, the notion that red-slipped and burnished pottery can be used as a peg for dating

tenth-century strata. But red-slipped and burnished pottery does not carry a date label. So how

was it dated to the tenth century B.C.E.? It was so dated on the basis of its find spot—in a layer

linked to a gate that was associated with King Solomon on the basis of a single biblical verse, 1

Kgs 9:15; this is a clear case of circular reasoning.The same holds true for the idea that some

of the great compositions in biblical history took place in the tenth century B.C.E. Scholars

argued that one of the sources of the Pentateuch (the J source) and much of the story of the

early days of the Davidic dynasty in the books of Samuel were put in writing in Jerusalem in

the days of the United Monarchy or immediately thereafter. According to them, this was a time

of great enlightenment and composition of literary works. They based their theory on the

biblical description of the glamorous kingdom of Solomon, including the mention of the office of

scribe in his court—another clear case of circular reasoning. As I have argued time and again,

archaeology shows that meaningful scribal activity appeared in Jerusalem only with the rise of



Judah to full statehood in the late-eighth century B.C.E., over two centuries after the supposed

days of the United Monarchy.In short, conservative scholars, even the archaeologists among

them, reconstructed the history of Israel according to the biblical text. Archaeology played only

a supportive role, and this, I suppose, is the reason—contrary to statements by some of its

own followers—that “classical” biblical archaeology stalled relative to world archaeology in

almost every field of research, for example, in understanding the importance of environmental

archaeology, in accepting the value of anthropological and ethnographic comparisons in

archaeology, and in introducing studies from the exact sciences. And this is also the reason

why the great thinkers of modern world archaeology did not come from the discipline of biblical

archaeology. I have in mind such great American and British scholars as Flannery, Binford,

Adams, Renfrew, and Braidwood.THE RISE AND FALL OF THE MINIMALIST

SCHOOLAccording to a recent group of biblical scholars described as minimalists or

deconstructionists, the historical material in the Bible that pertains to the Iron Age is a late

composition dating to the Persian or even Hellenistic periods, that is, the fifth to second

centuries B.C.E. It is a largely fictional composition motivated by the theology of the time of its

compilation, which occurred centuries after the alleged events took place. Thus, it contains

only vague and quite unreliable information about the origins and early history of Israel.

According to these scholars, the continuing power of the biblical narratives is testimony to the

literary skill of the authors, who stitched together old myths, folktales, imaginary records,

legendary narratives, and a few memories of historical facts (about the ninth to early sixth

centuries B.C.E.) into a single saga of apostasy and redemption.Philip Davies, for example,

saw the compilation of biblical history as a long process in the Persian and Hellenistic periods,

with the final form of the narrative probably being created in Hasmonean Judea of the second

century B.C.E. Davies depicted the authors of the biblical text as ideologues in service to the

temple elite. He traced their ideology back to the political goals of the Judean priests who had

returned from exile in the Persian period. As a Persian-appointed elite that ousted the local

leadership of Judah, they needed to “create” a history to legitimate their role. The Jerusalem

scribes of the post-exilic period collected folktales and vague memories and skillfully wove

them into a wholly imaginary history that stressed the centrality of Jerusalem, its temple, its

cult, and its priests. This would have been a complete innovation, designed to establish a

“national” myth of origin. According to this premise, biblical “history” was not only historically

baseless, but powerful, focused propaganda that delivered an essentially made-up story of the

Patriarchs, Exodus, Conquest, and the glorious golden age of David and Solomon to a

credulous public.The biblical scholar Thomas Thompson accepted the idea of a very late and

almost entirely fictional “history of Israel.” He reinterpreted the archaeological evidence in order

to reconstruct a multi-ethnic society in Iron Age Palestine, with no distinctive religion or ethnic

identity at all. It was a heterogeneous population that was split between the regional centers at

Jerusalem, Samaria, Megiddo, Lachish, and other cities. These peoples cherished their own

local heroes and worshipped a large pantheon of ancient Near Eastern deities. Biblical scribes

falsified that reality with its uncompromising theology of national sin and redemption. That was

why, the minimalists argue, there can be no archaeological evidence of the United Monarchy,

much less evidence of an historical personality like David, since both were part of a religious

mythology wholly made-up by Judean scribes in the Persian and Hellenistic periods.This

revisionist theory of the Bible’s utter lack of historical value had its own logical and

archaeological inconsistencies. First of all, as the biblical scholar William Schniedewind has

indicated, literacy and extensive scribal activity in Jerusalem in the Persian and early-

Hellenistic periods were much less influential than in the seventh century B.C.E. The



assumption is inconceivable that in the fifth, or fourth, or even second centuries B.C.E., the

scribes of a small, out-of-the-way temple town in the Judean mountains authored an

extraordinarily long and detailed composition about the history, personalities, and events of an

imaginary Iron Age “Israel” without using ancient sources.The sheer number of name lists and

details of royal administrative organization in the kingdom of Judah that are included in the

Deuteronomistic History seems unnecessary for a purely mythic history. In any event, if they

are all contrived or artificial, their coincidence with earlier realities is amazing. Archaeological

excavations and surveys have confirmed that many of the Bible’s geographical listings—for

example, of the boundaries of the tribes and the districts of the kingdom—closely match

settlement patterns and historical realities in the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.E. Equally

important, the biblical scholar Baruch Halpern showed that a relatively large number of extra-

biblical historical records—mainly Assyrian—verify ninth- to seventh-century B.C.E. events

described in the Bible: the mention of Omri in the Mesha stele, those of Ahab and Jehu in the

Shalmaneser III inscriptions, Hezekiah in the inscriptions of Sennacherib, Manasseh in the

records of Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, and so on. No less significant is the fact, as

indicated by the linguist, Avi Hurwitz, that much of the Deuteronomistic History is written in late-

monarchic Hebrew, which is different from the Hebrew of post-exilic times.Much of the

minimalist effort has been invested in the claim that David and Solomon—the founders of the

Jerusalem dynasty—are not historical figures. They argued that, like Abraham, Moses, Joshua,

David, and Solomon are not mentioned in any extra-biblical texts and should therefore be seen

as legendary personalities. This argument suffered a major blow when the Tel Dan basalt stele

was discovered in the mid-1990s. It comprises several fragments of a triumphal inscription

written in Aramaic. The king it honored was most probably Hazael, king of Aram-Damascus,

who was portrayed in both the Bible and Assyrian records as an important international player

in the late-ninth century B.C.E. His battles against Israel are recorded in the books of

Kings.Though fragmentary, this inscription offered a unique perspective on the turbulent politics

of the region in the ninth century B.C.E. It describes, from the Aramean perspective, the

territorial conflict between Israel and Damascus in the ninth century B.C.E. and records how an

Aramean king (Hazael) launched a punishing offensive against his southern enemies (ca. 840

B.C.E.), in which—so he claimed—he killed the king of Israel and his ally, the king of the

“House of David” (or bytdwd). This was the first time that the name “David” was found in any

contemporary source outside the Bible, in this case only about a century after his own

supposed lifetime. Moreover, it most probably specified the names of the two later kings—

Joram of Israel and Ahaziah of Judah—both of whom are mentioned in the biblical text. Most

significantly, Hazael employed a common idiom of his time by naming a state (Judah) after the

founder of its ruling (or dominant) dynasty, bytdwd—just as the Assyrians labeled the Northern

Kingdom as “the House of Omri” or bit omri.THE VIEW FROM THE CENTERThe third camp—

to which I belong and which is positioned in the center, is far from either of the other two poles I

have treated above. Scholars in this camp adopt a late-monarchic (or exilic) date for a large

portion of the Pentateuch and much of the Deuteronomistic History. Hence, they acknowledge

the value of these texts in preserving reliable evidence on the history of Israel in monarchic

times. However, they see the stories—in the way they are presented in the text—as highly

ideological and adapted to the needs of the community during the time of their compilation.

Hence, the most meaningful difference from the conservative camp is that the adherents of the

centrist camp tend to read the texts in the reverse direction of their canonical order, beginning

with the safe anchor of the period of their compilation and reading back—histoire regressive as

the great French historian of the Annales school Marc Bloch called this method. This does not



mean that the texts have no historical value. It does imply, however, that in many cases, mainly

regarding the formative periods in the history of ancient Israel, they provide us with far more

historical information about the society and politics of the writers than about the times

described in them.This means that I would see large portions of both the Pentateuch and the

Deuteronomistic History as supplying the ideological platform for the political program of Judah

in later, monarchic times. I refer to the pan-Israelite idea, which, to the best of my

understanding, first surfaced in full-blown shape at that time. It argued that the Davidic kings

are the only legitimate heirs to the territories of vanquished Israel and to the leadership over

the Israelites still living in these territories, and that the cult of all Israelites should be

centralized in the temple in Jerusalem. As such, the texts are highly ideological on both the

political and theological levels. They represent the point of view of one elite faction of Judahite

society (we have no idea if it ever formed the majority in late-monarchic times); they certainly

do not represent the Northern Kingdom or what Morton Smith years ago called the

“syncretistic” party in Judah. We can only imagine how different a history of Israel written by

scribes from the Northern Kingdom or by other factions of Judahite society would be had it

survived.As highly ideological texts, even the treatment of periods close in date to the time of

the compilation cannot be read uncritically. A good example—emphasized long ago by the

biblical historian Nadav Na’aman—can be found in the biblical treatment of the “Assyrian

century” in the history of Judah. In most of this period, Judah was ruled by three kings: father,

son, and grandson. The first, Ahaz, is depicted as a sinner and as one who cooperated with

the Assyrians and compromised Judah’s independence. His son Hezekiah is described as the

second-most-righteous king from the lineage of David and as a hero who stood firmly and

courageously against Assyria. The Deuteronomistic Historian even makes a special effort to

hide the fact that Judah remained under Assyrian domination many years after the

“miraculous” rescue of Jerusalem from Sennacherib. The grandson, Manasseh, who ruled in

Jerusalem for over half a century, is described as the most evil of all apostates and head of all

villains. The Exilic redactor of the Deuteronomistic History flatly puts the responsibility for the

fall of Jerusalem on his head.Archaeology has given us a completely different story—or at

least a completely different perspective on Judahite affairs. Ahaz saved Judah from the bitter

fate of the Northern Kingdom and incorporated it into the Assyrian economy. His policy led

Judah to unprecedented prosperity in which Jerusalem and Judah experienced dramatic

demographic growth. This was the time when Jerusalem expanded to the Western Hill. Judah

apparently participated in the Assyrian-led Arabian trade and as a result, the Beer-sheba

Valley flourished. In contrast, Hezekiah made a reckless decision to rebel against Assyria and

was therefore responsible for the events that led to the utter devastation of Judah. Archaeology

demonstrates the extent of the catastrophe. Almost every site excavated in the Shephelah and

the Beer-sheba Valley revealed evidence for destruction. The Shephelah—the breadbasket of

Judah—never recovered from the shock. Surveys reveal the dramatic decrease in the number

of settlements there in the seventh century B.C.E.Archaeology also shows us that Manasseh

saved Judah from annihilation. Under his Realpolitik of cooperation with Assyria, the Southern

Kingdom emerged from the ashes, was reincorporated into the Assyrian economy, and

reached unprecedented prosperity. Judah increased its role in the Assyrian-led southern trade

and the Beer-sheba Valley experienced a record settlement density. Judah must have been the

main supplier of olives for the extensive Assyrian oil industry at Ekron (Tel Miqne). As a result,

the Shephelah at least partially recovered. Ostraca, seals and seal impressions, weights and

other finds indicate that in Manasseh’s days, Judah enjoyed an impressive literacy rate.The

lesson here is clear and simple. If a period so close to the compilation of the text shows such a



great gap between the heavy ideological construct of the biblical text and the more nuanced

economic and social construct of the finds, one should be even more cautious when dealing

with the description of earlier periods. The Deuteronomistic Historian could have been even

more free to advance his ideology in those cases where the memory of the real events was

increasingly more vague.Once we become aware of the fact that the texts are relatively late in

date, and that they preserve the stories from the subjective point of view of the needs of the

writers, then we can acknowledge the tremendous power of archaeology as the real-time

witness to the events. A good example is Israel’s formative period, where archaeology is the

only source of information. The Conquest and Judges stories, even if containing a few vague

memories of heroic events, mythological or real, are almost complete expressions of the

political and theological ideology of Josianic times. The Bible, then, provides only those

impressions of the rise of early Israel that the late-monarchic writers wanted to—or could—give

us. Only archaeology can inform us about the material culture of the Iron I sites in the

highlands, about the dispersal of their settlements, about their economy, and about their

relationship with their neighbors. Archaeology also gives us the long-term perspective on the

demographic history of the highlands, which reveals the origin of the settlers in the Iron I sites.

And, as I will outline below, archaeology is the sole witness for the tenth century B.C.E. In

short, archaeology is the “queen of the battle” when it comes to the history of early Israel—

especially the formative periods.The findings from archaeology actually go far beyond this.

They can also significantly inform us about the texts themselves, for example, by providing

information about their possible date of compilation. As I have already noted, many biblical

scholars date two of the three main sources of the Pentateuch, J and E, to early monarchic

times, in the tenth century or immediately thereafter. Many more argue that the

Deuteronomistic History, even if compiled in the seventh or sixth century B.C.E., incorporated

written material from the tenth century B.C.E. Archaeology demonstrates, however, that both of

these literary theories are highly unlikely.It is quite clear that both literary works, the

Pentateuch and the Deuteronomistic History, were meant to convey theological, cultural, and

political messages. As such, they were probably directed at a wider public far beyond the

circles of the writers. They were meant to be read by (or to) both the people in the capital and

in the countryside of Judah. I would argue therefore that the “standardized” literary works

narrating the history of Israel (in contrast to scattered, contradictory, and partial oral traditions)

must have been written in an urban society, one with a high level of knowledge, sophistication,

and literacy among the elite and the circles around it. They must have been written when the

community was already quite advanced from the socio-political point of view and they must

have been written in a period when literacy spread not only in the capital, but also to the

countryside of the kingdom. As I will demonstrate below, these conditions did not materialize in

Judah and Jerusalem before the late-eighth century B.C.E.As I have already mentioned,

though the Pentateuch and the Deuteronomistic History were put in writing relatively late in

Israelite history, most biblical scholars would accept that they include materials that originate

from times prior to that of their written compilation. The problem is that in most cases the old

memories are so vague, or so manipulated by the later writers, that the early realities in them

are beyond recovery. Only archaeology can assist scholars in identifying such earlier traditions,

but even then, it can do so only in part and in isolated cases. I wish briefly to demonstrate this

with three examples, all from the Deuteronomistic History.The excavations at Shiloh in the

1980s have shown beyond doubt that the site reached its peak of activity in the mid-Iron I, in

the late-eleventh century B.C.E. Throughout most of the lengthy Iron II period, there was only

meager activity at the site. Shiloh seems to have been deserted. It is clear therefore that the



stories in 1 Samuel about the importance of Shiloh in pre-monarchic times cannot reflect late-

monarchic realities. Rather, they must represent some memories concerning the importance of

the site in earlier times.The same holds true for the cycle of stories regarding the wandering of

David and his men along the southern fringe of Judah. These narratives clearly fit the

description of a band of Apiru—uprooted people who lived on the margins of the society—

moving in a sparsely settled region and far from the control of any central authority. This kind of

background does not fit the late-monarchic period, when the area was densely settled and

lacked any trace of a remaining Apiru reality. Therefore, I see no alternative but to argue that

the stories reflect what I would label a continuous, “Amarna-like” social development in the

Judahite hill country prior to the great demographic growth of Judah in the late-eighth century

B.C.E.The third example relates to Philistine Gath. Recent excavations at Tell e-âfi, the location

of this biblical city, proved that it reached its zenith in the ninth century B.C.E. At that time it

may have been the largest city in Philistia, one of the most important cities in the entire country.

Then, in the late-ninth century, it was besieged and put to the torch, seemingly by Hazael of

Damascus. Gath never recovered from this shock. Sargon II mentions it in the late-eighth

century as a dependent of Ashdod. Assyrian and biblical records from the seventh century

B.C.E. list only four Philistine cities—Gath is absent. It is clear therefore that the biblical stories

about the time of David, which describe Gath as the most prominent Philistine city, must

preserve an early- or middle-ninth-century reality.But there is much more than old memories in

the late-monarchic composition labeled the Deuteronomistic History. It is unthinkable that the

biblical authors invented stories only in order to serve their aims. Had they done that they

would have lost their credibility among the people of Judah, their target population. It is more

reasonable to assume that the authors collected myths, folktales, popular heroic tales, and

shreds of memories known to the population of Judah and employed them in their cause.

Needless to say, not everything was incorporated into the text. The authors included those

stories that suited their theological and ideological agenda.But collecting stories is one thing

and preserving their older meanings and contexts is another. The underlying idea in many

biblical studies of the conservative camp, that old memories were orally transmitted,

unchanged through the centuries, is unrealistic and somewhat naive. Old stories must have

absorbed different layers of realities on their way down through the centuries until they were

put in writing. Therefore, as Neil Asher Silberman and I have shown elsewhere, in the stories of

David’s rise to power and the succession of Solomon in the books of Samuel, one can identify

several horizons representing different realities of the tenth to seventh centuries B.C.E.: heroic

stories that may have preserved original tenth-century memories; stories about the prominence

of Gath and the conquests of David that best fit the ninth century; the idea of a central Temple

in Jerusalem, which may represent the period immediately following the fall of the Northern

Kingdom in the late-eighth century; and stories revealing Greek influence that best fit the late-

seventh century (such as the description of Goliath dressed in hoplite armor). From the

ideological point of view, there is no question that the most influential social context for the

composition of biblical history is that of the time of its compilation, in the late-seventh century

B.C.E.Yet, recognizing the possible historical value of isolated elements is something very

different from accepting as reliable the entire story of the rise of a United Monarchy in much

earlier times. Should we consider the biblical materials on the formative stages in the history of

Israel as ahistorical and therefore useless as a source for the study of the rise of ancient

Israel? The answer is both positive and negative. Positive, because the biblical materials

cannot help us to reconstruct fully these early days. Negative, because they preserve much

about the society and realities of the time of their writing. This is the point that I have tried to



emphasize—that the main contribution of the “view from the center” is to demonstrate that

these texts should not be read as a sequential history, from ancient to later times, but in reverse

—from the time of the writing back to the more remote periods of history.I would summarize by

listing the following guidelines for a viable reconstruction of the early history of Israel:1.

Archaeology is the only real-time witness to many of the events described in the biblical text,

mainly for the pre-ninth-century B.C.E. formative periods.2. Biblical history cannot be read as a

modern chronicle. It is dominated by the theological and ideological themes of the authors.3.

Biblical history cannot be read in a simplistic way, from early to late. Rather, the point of

departure must be a thorough knowledge of the social, economic, and geopolitical realities of

the composition period in late-monarchic times (and later, in some cases).4. There are many

old stories in the text, but they are described in a way that fits the ideology of the later

authors.5. Many of the texts are comprised of several layers; only archaeology and extra-

biblical sources can help identify and separate them.6. The starting point for the compilation of

the biblical text is the sudden growth of Judah to full statehood as a direct outcome of the fall of

the Northern Kingdom and the integration of Judah into the global economy of the Assyrian

Empire.Had such guidelines been applied from the outset of the modern biblical-historical

enterprise, we would not have wasted a century on futile research.ON ARCHAEOLOGY,

BIBLICAL HISTORY, AND BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGYAmihai MazarThe aim of these essays

is to examine some of the currently debated issues pertaining to the relationship between the

Hebrew Bible, archaeology, and recent historical reconstructions of the history of ancient Israel.

For example, to what extent can the biblical narratives on the early history of Israel be utilized

in writing a history of early Israel? Are they historically reliable or are they national sagas

created with little or no historical basis, centuries later than the assumed historical time of the

events that they describe? Such questions have been raised by scholars for the entire biblical

narrative; from the Patriarchal stories, to Israel’s slavery in Egypt, the Exodus, the Conquest,

the period of the Judges and, more recently, the time of the first three kings—Saul, David, and

Solomon. Even the period of the divided monarchy is debated. When did Israel and Judah

emerge as states? What did the historical and cultural developments of these states look like?

Questions have also been raised concerning the history of Israel’s religion. When did Israelite

belief in Yahweh as one god emerge? Was the belief in this particular god identical with the

emergence of monotheism? Such subjects, and many related ones, have been central turning

points in biblical-historical scholarship as well as topics of immense interest to the general

public for over a century and a half. Over the course of a generation, we have seen a new wave

of debate among scholars worldwide concerning these issues. This has been followed by a

growing interest on the part of the public and the media. In the more recent stages of this

debate, archaeology has been playing an ever-increasing role. The opportunity to present

these essays are but another expression of the increased interest in these subjects in which

the main question to be addressed is to what extent archaeology can contribute to the

resolution of the issues at hand.The branch of archaeology that relates to the Hebrew Bible

has been traditionally coined “biblical archaeology.” Yet, this term has become increasingly

problematic. Is it a legitimate designation, or, as some would pose the question, is it the aim of

archaeology to “excavate” the Bible? Can this aspect of archaeology be better defined as an

independent branch of scholarship? If we continue to use this term, how should we qualify it?

Let us first examine very briefly the two components of the term, namely, “archaeology” and

“Bible.”ARCHAEOLOGYArchaeology is one of the fields of research that emerged during the

nineteenth century, and during the twentieth century it developed into a mature, full-blown

social-scientific discipline with its own research methods and theoretical frameworks. The goal



of modern archaeology is to study various aspects of past societies by reconstructing spatial

and temporal social changes as well as a wide range of economic, technological, political, and

religious phenomena. Archaeological research is undertaken internationally using a variety of

methods developed for fieldwork and for the accurate processing and interpretation of

recovered data. The scope of this field of research is wide scale and relates to every aspect of

human activity that can be recovered by the spade. The questions asked and the answers

given are sometimes complicated and often interpretations of the same body of archaeological

phenomena may differ and thereby become the subjects for extended scholarly debate.The

first task of the archaeologist is to locate ancient settlement sites. The study of the spatial

distribution of sites over time is essential for reconstructing transformations in settlement

patterns, for establishing hierarchic relationships between types of settlements, for evaluating

the settlement areas in the various periods, and for estimating the resultant demographic

changes over time. This is achieved through the use of field surveys combined with the study

of ancient geographic, ecological, and environmental factors. Modern research tools like the

computerized Geographical Information System (GIS) help in analyzing the settlement map in

relation to the topography, geology, soil types, land uses, water resources, ancient roads, and

so on. When such studies are combined with the results of excavations at various sites,

archaeologists can reconstruct an integrated picture of the ancient settlement system. Detailed

settlement maps, tables, and graphs enable them to follow changes in settlement and

demography through time in a given region and to gather information about such topics as the

response of human societies to environmental challenges. As we will see, this aspect of the

archaeological endeavor is essential for the study of the emergence or origin of early Israel.In

the land of Israel, this aspect of ancient settlement is closely related to the research field

known as the historical geography of the Bible, an independent area of research that can be

defined as part of the broader field of biblical archaeology. Its goal is to explore the vast

geographical data in the Bible and in other ancient written sources such as Egyptian and

Assyrian texts, as well as epigraphic documents from the southern Levant. The identification of

place-names preserved in written sources with actual archaeological sites was the first major

achievement of this field following the exploration of the Holy Land by various pioneers over the

centuries. I have in mind such notable figures as Eusebius, the head of the Christian church of

Caesarea during the fourth century C.E., Ashtori Haparchi, the Jewish scholar who lived at

Beth-shean in the fourteenth century, and nineteenth century scholars like the noted American

Edward Robinson who, in 1838 and 1852, carried out the first extensive pioneering exploration

of the country in modern times.All these scholars were aware of the remarkable preservation of

ancient biblical names in the place-names of their own times and in particular, in the Arabic

names used throughout the region. Some examples include Beth-shean (Arabic Beisan),

Bethel (Arabic Beitin), Shiloh (Arabic Sailun), Gibeon (Arabic Jib), and so forth. Historical

geography also deals with many other aspects of ancient geography, such as biblical lists of

tribal plots and tribal borders, administrative divisions like those of the kingdom of Solomon,

political and cultural boundaries, road systems, and much more. Thus, the combined efforts of

field surveys and analytical historical geography enables the archaeologist to draw important

conclusions regarding the ancient settlement systems and demography in the Holy Land and

to relate various ancient texts to the available geographical and archaeological

realia.Archeological excavations explore the inner structures and developments of various

types of settlements over time—from small hamlets of desert dwellers to well-planned, fortified

cities. The larger sites of the ancient Near East are buried in ancient mounds, which are

commonly known as “tells.” These sites were located in the most suitable locations for human



habitation and were settled and resettled over hundreds or even thousands of years, and thus

they often preserve dozens of occupation levels, which archaeologists refer to as “strata.” The

exploration of a single tell or mound might require long-term and large-scale planned projects

that may take several years to complete and even then only small, randomly selected areas

can be excavated. In many cases, only the uppermost occupation levels can easily be

approached, while deeper levels can only be examined in deep probes or in step trenches

along slopes of mounds, and thus remain largely unknown. Furthermore, each excavator has

to address what might seem to be an endless number of questions regarding his or her site.

What were the environmental resources, such as water and land, available to the site? When

exactly was the site settled? Was the population of the site stable or were there population

changes or fluctuations? How many occupation phases do the various “strata” reflect and can

we define gaps in the occupation? Which part of the site was settled in each period? What

reasons brought an end to each occupation phase? What was the town plan in each of those

occupation periods? What were the building materials and techniques used? What kind of

subsistence strategy was employed in each settlement period? If there were violent

destructions—who or what caused them? Can we relate such destructions to historical events

known from other sources? These are only a few of the many questions that the archaeologist

might ask.Reliable answers to such questions can be achieved only by methodical, well-

controlled excavation methods and a thorough understanding of many phenomena and

features in each excavation. The decipherment of depositional processes and the stratigraphy

of a site are the most challenging tasks of the field archaeologist. The depositional processes

are the result of diverse and sometimes unexpected human decisions and activities of a distant

past. The image of a tell as a cake composed of horizontal layers (or “strata”) that can be

peeled off, one by one, by the archaeologist was a common one in the early stages of

research, but the reality proved to be much more complicated. The correct understanding and

documentation of complex, multilayered sites both mentioned in the Bible and archaeologically

attested, such as Hazor, Megiddo, Beth-shean, Lachish, as well as many others, are absolutely

crucial to an accurate interpretation of Israel’s early history.Less complex, yet no less

informative, are many other types of sites reflective of human activity, such as isolated farms,

hamlets, citadels, agricultural and industrial installations, cemeteries, ancient roads, and ports.

Many of these sites have been recovered by chance during salvage operations related to

intense development in modern times, and others have been explored within the framework of

more formalized research projects. Desert archaeology and underwater archaeology are two

specialized branches of archaeological investigation. Both contribute unique types of data to

the archaeological enterprise. For example, cultic sites in the deserts of Sinai and the Negev

have informed us immensely about the origin of the biblical “standing stones” or masseboth.

The Phoenician merchant shipwrecks discovered just a few years ago at great depths below

the surface of the Mediterranean Sea have provided us with our first archaeological encounter

with an actual Phoenician ship that probably looked like the Tyrian ship described in Ezek

27.The combined evidence from these diverse sites provides archaeologists with a panoramic

view of various modes of human life. In my career over the past thirty years, I have excavated

two multilayered medium-sized towns (Tell Qasile and Tel Batash [Timnah]), two multilayered

major cities (Beth-shean and Tel Reov), as well as a series of smaller, single-period sites: an

early-Israelite village settlement, a citadel, a watchtower, a cultic site, and a desert farm or

road station. Each of these sites had a different story to tell about ancient Israel’s material

culture, society, and life ways.Returning to the excavation process itself, the finds that

archaeologists typically recover include pottery vessels, various artifacts made of metal, stone,



bone, and other materials, seals, inscriptions, art objects, and cult objects of various kinds,

burial remains and funerary goods, and, in rare cases, we may also find organic materials like

wood and textile items. Detailed study of these objects is essential for defining temporal and

spatial changes in the material culture. We can define regional cultures as well as study the

origins and diffusion of cultural features. We can detect foreign influences, local and

international trade networks, processes of colonization, and immigration. Such detailed

research provides the basis not only for relative dating, but, together with the aid of firmly dated

objects, for absolute dating and chronology.There are many examples of the successful results

of such meticulous studies in biblical archaeology. For example, the study of the Philistine

culture as a culture of immigrant peoples became possible only thanks to precise analysis of

pottery and other artifacts and comparative study with artifacts from Greece and Cyprus.

Moreover, the identification of what is thought to be Israelite material culture in the period of

the Judges became possible only with the meticulous comparison of that cultural data with the

Canaanite culture known from the lowlands.Another important aspect of modern archaeology

is the wide-scale cooperation with scientists from various fields such as botany, zoology,

physical anthropology, geology, geomorphology, chemistry, physics, geography, metallurgy,

computer science, statistics, remote sensing, and more. This kind of cooperation has opened

many new horizons of research as exemplified by recent published studies. By way of example,

in the summer of 2005 at Tel Reov, we uncovered the remains of several beehives from the

tenth century B.C.E., the only ones so far discovered from any site in our region. After we

suggested the identification of the hives, a scientist from the Weizmann Institute analyzed their

clay walls and indeed identified the remains as beeswax residue.The use of radiometric dating,

that is, measuring the isotope 14C in organic materials, particularly in seeds, has become a

very important tool for dating. For example, at Tel Reov, we managed to gain a precise series

of dates from seeds spanning the twelfth to ninth centuries B.C.E., which have become an

important factor in the current debate over Iron Age chronology.Archaeological projects require

much technical work, including drafting and drawing of architectural plans and artifacts, spread

photography, restoration, and conservation of objects and structures. Wide use of computer

software is needed in order to handle ever-growing databases, to process quantitative

analyses of various kinds, to help in creating typological seriations, and to create three-

dimensional images, just to mention a few of the applications now used in field

archaeology.The collection, processing, integration, interpretation, and publication of these

numerous data are not simple tasks, and the integration of finds from various individual sites

into a comprehensive regional picture can be compared to the assembling of a huge jigsaw

puzzle. It is a complex and expensive enterprise. As an excavation director, I imagine myself

sometimes standing in the center of a huge intersection, surrounded by radiating branches of

study and research. And although archaeological fieldwork has its glamor and great moments

of discovery, the daily routine involves lengthy, tiring stages of documentation, processing of

finds, integrating results, and preparing final publications. The actual work of the archaeologist

extends well beyond the popular image of Indiana Jones, the treasure hunter.A higher level of

the archaeological enterprise is that of interpretation, synthesis, and explanation. This so-

called armchair stage of archaeology deals with the reconstruction of the broader aspects of

social, political, economic, and ethnic changes in a given region or country. The subjects of

research and interpretation cover all aspects of life, several of which I mentioned above: the

human response to the environment; agricultural and industrial technologies; demography;

comparative studies of architecture and domestic artifacts; warfare; daily life, including diet,

cooking, baking, spinning, and weaving, as well as metallurgy; religious practices and beliefs;



art; iconography and symbolism; paleography; transportation and trade; and burial customs.

This is only a partial list of the many subjects that constitute human activity. The goal is to

reconstruct as much as possible a complete portrait of ancient society, from the life of the

poorest peasant to that of the king or priest.As such, various questions emerge as to the

modes of life within the society explored. Were the people nomadic, semi-nomadic, or

sedentary? Were they ranked or egalitarian? Was it a tribal society with family lineage as a

major component? Archaeologists try to reconstruct the emergence of social and political

systems such as states and empires in order to understand colonization, immigration,

assimilation, and symbiosis of different groups. The ancient economy is reconstructed by

studying modes of agricultural and industrial production, ancient technologies and evidence for

short- and long-range trade systems. Gender archaeology attempts to study the roles of

women in society; religious beliefs and cult practices are reconstructed on the basis of

temples, cult objects, and burial practices; cognitive aspects of life that may be deduced from

the finds are also addressed in modern research. Most of these subjects concern long-term

social and technological changes. Yet, in many cases we can detect certain events, typically

those that are the more dramatic or crisis-oriented events for ancient peoples like earthquakes

and military conquests. Such events, though tragic for an ancient population, are rewarding for

the archaeologist who excavates them, since they “freeze” certain moments in the life of a

society and can yield abundant finds. Examples from my own experience are the destruction

layers dated to the Iron II period, which I excavated at three sites, Tel Reov, Beth-shean, and

Timnah (Tel Batash). These could be attributed to certain Aramean, Assyrian, and Babylonian

military conquests between the ninth and late-seventh centuries B.C.E. The specific evidence

for such conquests is thick, burnt conflagration layers in which whole households were buried.

Such “time capsules” enabled my team to reconstruct rather extensively the material culture of

a certain site during a particular time period.A variety of theoretical frameworks have been

developed over the past few decades in archaeological interpretation. One of the best-known

trends is the so-called processualist archaeology or “New Archaeology,” which dominated

scholarship from the 1960s to the 1980s. This approach emphasized ecological and

environmental determinism and gave less weight to human decisions and actions. Since the

early 1990s, post-modern modes of thinking have inspired archaeological interpretation; “post-

processualist” archaeology, as it is known today, has opened the door for much more varied

and flexible interpretation; various possible explanations for the same archaeological

phenomena are acceptable, and the role of human decisions and of the individual in history is

taken into consideration more than in the previous period. These trends have direct

implications on our subject. They can, for example, offer alternative solutions to the debate

over the historicity of David and Solomon.In sum, archaeology is a much more complex

discipline than most people think. Its methods of analytical research and deduction provide the

only way to reconstruct an outline of historical periods and lost cultures where there are no

written records, while for periods where we have written sources, archaeology gains significant

importance as a complementary tool for historical reconstruction, even counter-balancing texts

that may be biased or loaded with propaganda and ideology.Because it is the Holy Land, the

land of Israel has continuously been the focus of archaeological research from the beginning of

the modern era. In the nineteenth century, it suffered from the infancy of the new discipline. In

fact, early archaeologists inflicted much damage on sites like Jerusalem in the early years, that

is, prior to World War I. Yet in those years, pioneers like Sir Flinders Petrie developed new

concepts and methods that laid the foundation for later advances in research. Between the two

world wars, American and European expeditions conducted large-scale excavations at major



sites and laid the foundation for the systematic archaeological research of the Holy Land.

These were the years when the concept of biblical archaeology took shape under the

leadership of the American scholar William F. Albright. His unique personality and wide-ranging

knowledge of all aspects of ancient Near Eastern studies inspired a whole generation of

scholars; among them are some of the founders of biblical archaeology in Israel, like Benjamin

Mazar and Yigael Yadin. This school strived for the integration of archaeology with biblical

history, historical geography, paleography, Near Eastern history, philology, and art history into a

comprehensive field of knowledge.After 1948, archaeology in Israel and Jordan developed

rapidly. The large-scale excavations at Hazor led by Yadin served as the training ground for a

new generation of Israeli archaeologists, who later developed their own projects and methods

of research. American, European, Australian, Japanese, and Jordanian teams have continued

exploration in Israel and Jordan, and now these countries have become some of the most

intensively and dynamically explored in the entire world. But how can this vast amount of ever-

accumulating data serve to reconstruct biblical history? To this question, we now turn.ON THE

HISTORICITY OF THE BIBLEAs mentioned previously, our concern in these essays is mainly

the questions, to what extent can we extract history from the biblical text? and, what are the

methodological problems involved in relating archaeological research to the study of biblical

history? After all, the title of the colloquium from which this volume derives was “Digging for

Truth.” But can we discover the absolute truth for our field? My answer is “yes” concerning

certain matters, but I have serious doubts regarding many others.A wide spectrum of views

exists concerning the process and stages of writing and redaction of the Hebrew Bible, and the

evaluation of the biblical text in reconstructing a history of Israel. In particular, the biblical

stories from the times of the Patriarchs to the kingships of David and Solomon are the subjects

of serious debates. There are those who accept the biblical narrative as true history; they are

mostly scholars or authors of religious backgrounds, either Jewish or Christian, who believe in

the truth of the Bible and are not ready to give up the biblical stories either as the Word of God

or at least as straightforward true history writing. A recent example is the six-hundred-page

book by Kenneth Kitchen On the Reliability of the Old Testament, in which the author

vigorously defends the historicity of the details of the Bible using extensive material from the

ancient Near East. His concluding sentence is:The Old Testament comes out remarkably well,

so long as its writings and writers are treated fairly and evenhandedly, in line with independent

data.
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into Canaan Until the Jewish Rebellions against the Romans (Captivating History)

Ebook Tops Reader, “A fascinating debate on the archeology and historicity of the Bible. The

debate between Israeli archeologists Finkelstein and Mazar is intriguing and complex;

demonstrating the current state of research. Essentially, while rejecting the traditional

maximalist position that the biblical record is historical both scholars argue that the archeology

supports a more nuanced view than the full recital of the minamalist school. Finkelstein argues

that while the David likely existed there was no United monarchy and that it's existence was the

creation of a pan Israelite ideology in Judah trying to unify the region and state after the

Assyrian conquest of the Northern Kingdom of Israel. Mazda is open to a stronger belief in the

historicity of the United monarchy , although he relies upon the ninth century Tel Dan

inscription citing the rule in Judah of the "House of David," while lacking contemporaneous

evidence to show the existence of a Davidic or Solomonic empire. In fact, he concedes that if a

United monarchy did exist; it would have been a modest territorial enterprise. This is a

fascinating topic.”

Edward G. Simmons, “Two Views from the Center. In this collection, two prominent Israeli

archaeologists share their credo and philosophy as well as their views on the history of early

Israel. They are not far apart. Both make it clear that they differ from revisionists or

minimalists like Philip Davies and Thomas Thompson and also from the biblical school founded

by William Albright. Finkelstein calls his position the center between those extremes.The view

from the center is that the Deuteronomistic History, Torah, and many prophets were compiled

and edited in the late monarchy, not in the post-exilic or Hellenistic periods as revisionists

claim. This view also maintains that there is historical value in the biblical historical accounts.

Finklestein makes it clear that he cannot go along with revisionists who maintain that much of

the Hebrew Bible was invented out of thin air. He says: "It is unthinkable that the biblical

authors invented stories only in order to serve their aims. Had they done that they would have

lost credibility among the people of Judah, their target population." (p. 18)These lectures also

bring out significant disagreements between Finkelstein and Mazar. Mazar still maintains there

was a united monarchy under David and Solomon while Finklestein argues that David and

Solomon were no more than chieftains in an underdeveloped south that was not yet a state.

Mazar also stretches the period of biblical origins to the eighth through the seventh centuries

rather than limiting it to the reign of Josiah. He criticizes Finklestein as seeing too much of the

Deuteronomistic History as a reflection of Josiah projected backward, for Mazar thinks the

collecting and editing involved passing down recollections showing the influence of earlier

periods. Both scholars believe in viewing history retrospectively by honing in on the period of

Josiah and looking backward from that point as through a telescope to see what parts of early

history have value.All in all, these scholars are not far apart on most of what they have to say.

One of their biggest differences is that they use different approaches to dating Yigael Yadin's

discoveries at Megiddo, thus leading to their divergences over the united monarchy.This

collection can be recommended to anyone interested in seeing how archaeology impacts the

history of early Israel. I would also recommend the statements of personal philosophy in the

first and last lectures they give.”

Walter R. Mattfeld, “The Bible is Untrue according to Archaeology. The views of two Israeli

scholars are presented on what kind of light has been shed on the Bible's historicity as regard



Israel's history. While both differ on some points, they seem to agree that archaeology does not

vindicate the Bible's presentation of Israel's history as regards Israel being in an Egyptian

bondage, then an Exodus, and a Conquest of Canaan. Neither does archaeology seem to

support the Bible's notion that David and Solomon had a mighty empire from the River of Egypt

to the Euphrates. Both seem to believe the Pentateuch was not written by Moses circa 1446

BC a date embraced by some devout Bible scholars, but that it was written circa the 7th

century BC and edited in the Exile. This notion is based on the fact that certain sites (for

example, Bozrah) mentioned in the Pentateuch did not come into existence until the 8th

century BC and it is impossible that a 1446 BC Moses would know of such places.”

Steve, “GREAT FOR STUDENTS. It is very useful for academic purposes. However, Prof.

Israel Finkelstein and Prof. Amihai Mazar evocate the moderated-critical approach to the

ancient texts of the Hebrew Bible. The dialogue between both approaches (even within a

moderated-critical perspective) establishes reflexion in order to provoke analysis. The "Quest

for the Historical Israel" maintains a very balanced view on archaeological evidence and data.

It reflects the tension between Bible and Archaeology of the Bible Lands and its history.In

general, and according to this book, ancient Israelites were a mixture of canaanites with other

races that developed its culture and religion in Canaan two millennia B.C.E. (approximately).In

regard to the Pentateuchal narratives, it proposes a telescopic view on ancient history. The

more ancient the narratives are, the folktales got more distorted through oral transmission.

However, they preserved vague memories of the ancient past. The book never negates the

authority of Hebrew ancient texts, but stands for the scientific evidence of the history of the

Ancient Israel, rather than affirming the Hebrew Bible's prominence in the historical reliability.”

Wayne Drake, “Most Americans could not Grasp the information.. He is the only Hebrew that

understands where the Jews got the knowledge about the Golden Calf, and that it is actually a

BULL.”

Apollonius, “Good scholarship. Excellent!”

Tom Jessurun Lobo, “Excellent end highly recommende!. I am halfway the book right now,

have a anormous collecting of works on this topic, and am always on the look out for the

ultimate wisdom of the day. Well, this is as close as you can get! I only wish authors would

state that today's facts may be tomorrow's old news. Just as the Allbright's, the De Vaux's and

the Yadin's have been re-interpreted, so will today's knowledge turn out to be in need of many

revisions one day soon. As long as the minimalists stay away from the essence of this great

book that's fine with me!”

DK, “An expert introduction to the implications of biblical archaeology. A really valuable

overview of the current state of discussion on the implications of recent biblical archaeology

and how much our understanding of the narrative covered by the Bible has changed over the

last few decades. Given the fact that most people do not seem to be aware of these

implications - that the Bible can no longer be taken as a credible historical source to any of its

major claims such as the origin of Monotheism, Exodus, the conquest of Canaan, the kingdom

of David and Saul, etc - this should be essential reading to anyone with a religious interest or

pastoral responsibility. One may also add politicians, such as prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu and Donal Trump - the first Kingdom of Israel had nothing to do with David, Judea

or Jerusalem.”



Sarah, “as on the tin. OK”

Peter Gladwell, “Five Stars. Excellent condition and most helpful during my academic studies”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Israel Finkelstein's the man.”

The book by Israel Finkelstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 56 people have provided feedback.
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